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B4_E5_85_AC_c88_645429.htm 自我介绍 I am a primary school

teacher.I teach my pupils how to use computer.My work allows

students to learn more knowledge of computer.And students and I

play together every day.But my job is very busy.And I always worry

about subject achievement of my students I teach. 周末活动 At the

weekend or holiday,I always go on a tour. I think each journey can

improve myself in all aspects. 未来计划 I will improve my teaching

skill,which is my future plan.Thus I will be able to let many students

learn more knowledge from me. 关于独自住还是和父母住 I think

children can live with their parents.The parents can help their

children when we meet with any difficulties. 口试： 1．看图（小

女孩骑在疲惫的爸爸背上） We can see from the picture that a

girl is playing happily on her tired father`s back under the cruel

sunlight. I think this phenomenon is associated with family`s

education. At present, Our parents seriously dote on their child just

due to only one child. It`s incorrect to dote on the child like the

father. Respecting the older and caring about each other is crucial

character to the child. Our parents should educate their child from

trifles. 2.书店买书 We can see from the pictures that the child goes

to bookstore and says in surprise :”so many reference books”.

What the child says has revealed/shown the current stuation of

education. The reference books are sold everywhere from the

bookstore to the school. It is abnormal that the students pay more



attention to the reference books but neglect the main textbooks. I

suggest that declining some reference book is necessary for our

students to correctly study knowledge. 3. 孩子要买NIKE 鞋 We can

see from the pictures that the young boy wants his mother to buy

NIKE shoes for him, which reflects the trend of comparison between

the children. Being lack of adequate funds, the children entirely

depend on their parents.On the other hand , currently, the main task

of the children is to study. The children should learn to remain
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